Browsing books is a great way to get inspired, find images, and discover new artists + designers. Be sure to browse our **oversized + regular-sized stacks** on the second floor of Hagerty Library.

Questions? Reach out to Shannon at smr87@drexel.edu.

**GT Costume + Dress**

- GT499 **personal beauty**
- GT589 **costume by time period**
- GT600 **Dress by Region or Country**

**N Visual Arts (general)**

- N72.F45 **Art + Feminism**
- N72.S6 **Art + Popular Culture**
- N72.T4 **Art + Technology**
- N5300 **Art History**
- N6512 **20th Century Art**
- N6512.7 **21st Century Art**
- N6537 **Artists (Modern + Contemporary) A-Z**
- N7430 **Techniques + Styles**
- N7432.7 **Color in Art**
- N7575 **Portraits**
- N7650 **Nature in Art**
- N7740 **Symbolism in Art**
- N7760 **Mythology in Art**

**NA Architecture**

- NA200 **History**
- NA2695 **Drawing + Design**
- NA2835 **Details + Decoration**

**NB Sculpture**

- NB60 **History**
- NB1170 **Technique + Materials**

**NC Drawing + Illustration**

- NC50 **Drawing History**
- NC730 **Drawing Technique**
- NC760 **Human Anatomy + Figure**
- NC780 **Animal Anatomy**
- NC790 **Landscape Drawing**
- NC960 **Illustration**

**ND Painting**

- ND50 **History**
- ND1300 **Portraits**
- ND1340 **Landscape**
- ND1390 **Still Life**
- ND1500 **Technique + Materials**
NE Print Media
NE1 Printmaking + Engraving
NE1000 Wood Engraving
NE1310 Japanese Prints
NE2250 Lithography

NK Decorative Arts
NK750 Decorative Arts History
NK1860 Interior Design
NK2270 Furniture
NK3930 Contemporary Ceramics
NK8806 Textiles

NX Arts in General
NX163 Arts as a Profession
NX180 Art in Relation to Other Subjects
NX456.5 I56 Installation Art
NX456.5 P38 Performance Art

PN Literature
PN1993 Motion Pictures
PN6700 Comics + Graphic Novels

TR Photography
TR647 Individual Photographers
TR679 Fashion Photography

TT Arts + Crafts
TT500 Fashion Design

Z Library Science
Z116 Book Design + Printing
Z246 Typography